


From The Editor 
Wian van Zyl (IG: @safariwian) 

 Hi, and welcome to the second edition of this exciting publication. July was 

interesting month, with a lot happening. I prepped my business launch, learnt 
more about conservation and got to chat with some of the most interesting 
guides I’ve met in the industry. 

 In this month’s edition, we have a newly qualified guide landing a great job 
in the Sabi Sands Game Reserve, a hair raising account of a leopard in camp, the 
second part of Amy’s adventure to becoming a qualified Field Guide and an 
interesting sighting between elephants and hippos. 

 So grab a cup of coffee, get comfortable, sit back, relax and enjoy a true 
African adventure in your armchair! 

 I had to work hard to find writers for this month’s edition, so if you have any 
suggestions, if you feel like submitting a story or if you have any friends who are 
guides, ask them to get in touch with me, I’d love to feature their content in this 
DigiMag. 

 Thanks for reading, and remember… never stop moving!  
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In This Month’s Issue: 
‣ Page 04: “Welcome To The Sabi Sands" 

‣ Page 07: A Strange Wake Up Call 

‣ Page 09: Becoming a Field Guide - Part Two 

‣ Page 15: An Uncomfortable Situation  

Get In Touch With Us: 
We want to hear from you. Questions, comments, suggestions and more! 

Find me on social media or send me an email. Just look for SafariWian on  
 the following platforms:     

 

Want To Submit a Story? 
Send us an email with your story in a word document, with accompanying 

photos (if available) to thefgdiaries@safariwian.com  

Cover Photo: 
African Wild Dog (Painted Dog) taken by Waldo Toerien (@waldotoerien) in 

the Sabi Sands Game Reserve 
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“Welcome To The Sabi Sands”  
Text & Photos: Waldo Toerin (IG: 

@waldotoerien) 

 I looked in my rear-view mirror. The dark sky started changing to beautiful 
colours of crimson. I parked my safari vehicle toward the beautiful rising sun and 
turned off the ignition. We sat in deafening silence. This is the type of silence that 
a lot of people do not know exists, the type of silence that is only to be found in 
this gem of a place. We continued our safari.  

 Since I was a child my parents exposed me to the beauty of the bushveld. 
Annual holidays to the Kruger National Park, trips across most of southern Africa 
and the occasional Greater Kruger luxury getaway, nestled the beauty of the bush 
deep into my heart. It was from those collective experiences, memories and sheer 
beauty that the dream of becoming “the jeep guy” started to blossom and even 
more so, fulfilling it in the Sabi Sands, would be the goal.  

 The Sabi Sands is a game reserve located next to the southern parts of the 
Kruger National Park within the Greater Kruger Region. It consists of multiple 
pieces of unfenced, privately 
owned land that boasts close 
to 45 of the most luxurious 
lodges in the country. Apart 
from all the luxuries, one of 
the main aspects this area is 
world-wide known for, are 
the unbelievable and crazy 
sightings that can be 
encountered in the area. 
What makes it even more 
special is the fact that it is all 
raw, unspoilt nature.  

 Every safari game drive one goes out, there is no telling what could be 
found around the next corner or what to expect next. Albeit when the call came 
from my current employer to inform me of my interview, I had no doubts about 
leaving my previous position and heading to my new home in the Sands. 
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 We returned from our morning safari with an abundance of sightings that 
included the likes of the African Elephant and the Cape Buffalo. I had a good 
feeling about the afternoon safari. As a field guide, you develop this sixth sense, a 
‘feeling’ or an inner voice, which if adhered to, leads you to make the right choice 
whether it be in choosing which road to take or just to stop at a certain spot. This 
‘feeling’ more than often results in being in just the right spot to have incredible 
sightings. The day went by and our departure time for the afternoon approached.  

 With all my guests on the vehicle, we set out to hopefully find some 
predators. About 300 meters from the lodge, we came around a curve in the road 
and I hit the brakes. Laying in the shade of some Guarri trees were animals the 
size of a household dog, mottled with black, white and brown colours. I could not 
believe my eyes. We had just stumbled upon a pack of six African Wild Dogs 
resting in the shade. This was my first time seeing these beautiful creatures since I 
started working here. I was more excited than my guests and couldn't hide the 
excitement. We watched the pack for quite some time as they would lie around, 
get up and stretch, bond with one another and go back to sleep again. There is 
nothing more fulfilling for a guide than seeing and being able to show your 
guests great sightings, but looking behind you and seeing that all of your guests 
are smiling from ear to ear and enjoying every moment of their safari, is the cherry 
on the cake. 

 While we were busy enjoying the Wild Dogs, my radio suddenly came to life. 
My eyes widened with excitement as I received the message. We moved away 
from the dogs and came to a halt about 200m away and I looked in the thick bush 
in front of us. The sun was already starting to lower itself toward the horizon, 

creating a blanket of warm-
orange light that covered the 
afternoon sky. Out of the thickets, 
to our right, a beautiful rosette 
covered cat stepped onto the 
road and into, what was now, 
spectacular photography light. 
Gasps of “wow” and “ahh” were 
audible behind me. The female 
Leopard walked straight toward 
our vehicle. Those audible gasps 
soon became silent as she calmly 
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brushed against our vehicle, I could not believe our luck! Within 200m from 
another, lay two of my favourite animals.  

 I repositioned the car further along the road in a small drainage line. To our 
right-hand side was a big termite mound on top of a raised area. If my calculations 
were correct, she would come and stand on the higher area, which would result in 
stunning photographs and knowing this specific female-she loves to pose! She 
appeared over the ridge and went slumping down, right on top of the termite 
mound. All you could hear were camera shutters going off. After about 10 minutes 
she decided to head off further into the thickets and disappeared. With huge 
smiles on all faces present in my vehicle, we made our way out of the sighting. I 
looked down the road where the leopard came out of the thickets earlier and 
right there was the whole pack of Wild Dogs lying in the trail looking straight at us, 
right where the female leopard was walking no less than 10 minutes ago, I could 
not believe our luck! The whole pack came trotting toward us, giving us another 
spectacular walk-by.  

 We followed them as they started to move around. Suddenly, the one Wild 
Dog spotted some Nyala in the distance and gave chase. The whole pack rushed 
off into the bush. They did not manage to catch anything as the ever so alert 
antelope saw the danger coming and sped off. The dogs decided it was time to 
leave the area and disappeared into an inaccessible area. Still, in shock and awe 
from what we saw, I decided it would be a good time to have a sundowner stop at 
one of the small waterholes 
to take in and talk about 
what we saw and how 
fortunate we were.  

 Upon approaching the 
open area around the water, 
a male White Rhino was 
grazing on the plains. Caked 
in thick mud, he did not 
even glance at us as we 
moved closer. Apart from 
the occasional camera going 
off, we sat in silence, soaking 
up every ounce of this magnificent experience. Our sundowner spot was already 
occupied, so heading off to find a new one was on the agenda. But it was not to 
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be. Fifty meters from the Rhino a herd of Elephants emerged out of the bush. With 
a hand full of newly born babies, it made for a very entertaining sighting. 
  
 I quickly decided upon another new sundowner spot, which we reached just 
as the sun was disappearing over the horizon. With drinks in hand, smiles all 
around and an atmosphere of gratitude, satisfaction and simple happiness 
floating around I turned to the sun and told my guests: “Welcome to the Sabi 
Sands”. 

A Strange Wake Up Calle  
Text & Photos: Stefan Steenkamp (IG: 

@stefan.steenkamp.photography) 

 Not all interesting encounters happen to us while we are out on a game 
drive or bush walk. Sometimes we get them right on our doorstep. This was the 
case a while back when I shot out of bed after a loud call right by my bedroom 
window. 

 The Lowveld region is known for its dense leopard population. After 
spending most of my time guiding in Madikwe Game Reserve and a short stint on 
a small private reserve in South Africa's KwaZulu-Natal Province, I was very excited 
to have more regular sightings of these elusive cats that get the adrenaline 
pumping for just about every guide and safari visitor alike. Little did I know that 
after moving to the Lowveld, I 
would have regular encounters 
without even having to go out 
on a game drive. 

 Leopards have been 
known to take pets in game 
reserves, as it is an easy catch 
for these skilful hunters. Hence 
the reason for the majority of 
game reserves not allowing 
pets. When we made the move 
to the Lowveld, my Jack Russel 
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moved with us as we were lucky enough to find a placement in the Klaserie Private 
Nature Reserve, that allows pets. He was 8 weeks old when he joined me in the 
bush almost 8 years ago, and he has been by my side ever since. 

 Shortly after we arrived we started to see leopard tracks in camp quite often. 
Whether this was due to the arrival of him, we are not sure, as we were the first 
managers to permanently live on sight in many years. 
Since moving in, we noticed a lot of Bushbuck and monkeys spending their night 
inside the perimeters of the fence. Probably feeling safe from the predators. This, 
in my opinion, could also have been what attracted the leopard to our camp for 
frequent visits within the perimeters of the camp. Needless to say, an encounter 
with this animal within the camp area was imminent. One night while deep in 
dreamland, my Jack Russel sat up straight and started to growl while staring at 
one of the bedroom windows. Having just woken up from a deep sleep by his 
sudden movements and growling, I was not sure what could be outside the 
house. Before I could start to go through the possibilities in my head, the loud 
rasping call of a leopard pierced through the silence of the night. The call was so 
loud that it felt like the leopard was right inside the bedroom. Fortunately, it was 
not, but it was right against the window, and still felt comfortable enough to let all 
of us know that this was “her” lodge. I am saying “her”, because we have since 
seen her a few times in and around camp, and judging from the size of the tracks 
outside the window the next day, I predict that it was a female. 

 All of the staff including my Jack Russel are still alive and unharmed, and we 
quite enjoy the fact that we 
have such an incredible 
creature, relaxed enough 
with our presence that she 
still visits the camp 
regularly, even after 
bumping into a few of us 
while busy patrolling 
through the camp. She 
looks like a fit and healthy 
animal and should have no 
desire to hunt any human in 
camp, as there is plenty of 
prey in her territory here 
next to the Klaserie River.  
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 Once again proof that human and animal could co-exist peacefully, as long 
as there is mutual respect for one another.  

Becoming A Field Guide - Part 
Two 

Text & Photos: Amy Andree (IG: @amylandree) 

 Upon arriving back at camp for phase two, after an incredible break, we 
were welcomed back by buffalo in the river by our tents, along with a chorus of 
hippos and jackals that night. We met the new group of students from South 
Africa who are now accompanying us on our journey for their phase one course. 
Our lectures in the first 
week were on ecology, 
fish, arthropods and 
amphibians. We continued 
using the knowledge from 
our lectures in the field. 
While studying one night 
with my headphones in I 
heard a sound that didn’t 
belong to the music. After 
taking them out I realized I 
was the last one awake 
and I could hear lions 
roaring in the not so far 
distance, I continued 
studying while listening to 
the lions getting closer and closer to camp. When I could hear them breathing I 
decided they were too close for me to be out in the open alone. The only problem 
was I had to walk towards them to get to my tent. I made it there safely but woke 
up to tracks going right past where I was studying.  

 Our game drive that day was nothing short of spectacular. We found a small 
ovular hole belonging to a scorpion that we learned about in class as well as a 
baboon spider nest belonging to the suborder Mygalomorph. Then a lioness 
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appeared from the bush and walked slowly towards us. Her lips pursed into the 
flemen grimace as she smelled her surroundings. She was walking so close to the 
vehicle you could touch her. As she walked by she stared intently into each of our 
eyes before drinking from a puddle of water, playing with another lioness and 
rolling around in the grass. Moments like those are reminders of how lucky I am to 
be alive. She reminded me to not just exist.  
 

 The following day on our game 
drive we didn’t see the buffalo right 
away until he quickly lifted his head 
from the grass a few meters away. 
He stared at us long and hard as I 
clutched the handles of the very 
exposed tracker seat I was perched 
on. We remained motionless and 
quiet until he continued eating 
alongside another male. We 
continued to find tracks from toads 
and grasshoppers to all kinds of 
mammals. We continued learning 
how to navigate and what to do if 
you get lost, including following the 
sun, stars, direction of termite 
mounds and which side the lichen 
is growing on the trees. We learned 
which plants to eat such as the 
fruits from a brandy bush and gum 
from a sweet thorn as well as those 
you should avoid such as fruits that 

are tomato or cucumber shaped. 
We found a devil’s thorn flower and washed our hands with the leaves. The bush 
provides everything you need: adventure, beauty and life.  

 At some point, we lost power and water and had to collect water from the 
rain and the river. It’s not until you run out of water that you appreciate how 
fortunate you are to have it. It’s not until you run out of time that you wonder what 
more you could have done with it. Everything in nature is connected and plays an 
important role. Without one species we wouldn’t have another. If we don’t protect 
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and conserve our environment now WE will no longer exist. Yesterday is history, 
tomorrow is a mystery but today is a gift. What will you do with yours? 

 Observing elephants and giraffes in the same setting was such a beautiful 
way to wrap up week five. After another week of lectures, studying, bush walks 
and game drives, we also made time to relax by the pool. We played football and 
rugby, did yoga and laughed until our stomachs ached. Not only is it important to 
engage your body and mind but also to enjoy every moment. Balance is as 
important in life as it is in nature. Studying occupied most of my time with our 
FGASA exam coming up. It covers all of the 15 modules we have learned so far as 
well as the two new ones. After our astronomy lecture, we gazed at the night sky 
identifying the Southern Cross which can be used to find Celestial and true South. 
We also learned how to use Orion’s belt to find true North. That night I fell asleep 
to the soothing sound of lions roaring in the distance.  

 Losing is where you begin to learn about yourself. I didn’t perform my best 
on our last exam and it lit a fire under me to do better. Our new incredibly 
knowledgeable instructor, Massi arrived and taught us how to make fire using 
sticks, elephant dung and a 
weaver’s nest. It was a 
strenuous task but such a good 
skill to learn. After our hands 
got tired and sore we would 
switch with someone until we 
produced smoke. Our 
persistence paid off and we 
finally got a flame which we 
fueled until we got a fire. The 
more you put into something 
the more you will get out of it 
and you can achieve anything if 
you want it badly enough.  

 On one of our game 
drives, we followed fresh lion 
tracks to a pride of seven lions. 
While observing them, four 
white rhinos slowly 
approached. Due to the rhinos’ 
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poor eyesight, they were unaware of the lions’ presence. It wasn’t until the wind 
changed directions that the rhinos smelled the lions and quickly retreated. Seeing 
just one of these species is an incredible experience but seeing them together is 
unbelievable. We then tracked a black rhino by foot, following the spoor, ground 
scrapings and fresh dung. Suddenly, we heard breathing, branches breaking and 
feet pounding as loud as my heart. He veered off to the left in a blur of black 
through the bush. Getting charged for a second time by a black rhino is no less 
nerve-racking than the first. After our nerves calmed down over breakfast, we had 
a lecture on weather and climate. We paid attention to the different clouds in the 
sky and pressure systems. As I sit here writing with a crocodile swimming by, a 
River Bushwillow impaling a cumulus cloud-like cotton candy on a stick and 
elephants walking by our camp, I am struck silent by the thought: life can’t get any 
better than this moment. Never stop learning, loving and exploring. We have 
exactly one life in which to do everything we will ever do…make the most of every 
second. 
 
 Lions jolted me awake several times as the bone-chilling intensity of their 
roar vibrated my nerves and tent as they slowly made their way closer and closer 
to camp. Each morning we woke up to Cape Turtle Doves and Southern Masked 

Weavers singing. We found lion 
tracks by our tents and headed out 
into the bush identifying different 
bird species and their calls. 
Janesta, a respected instructor and 
author of the Pathfinder Field 
Guide,  accompanied us for our 
birding module. She didn’t just tell 
us what the birds were but opened 
our eyes to certain features that 
make each bird unique. This 
enabled me to learn over 100 
birds in two days which was 95 
more than I already knew.  

 
 With our FGASA exam behind us, we could breathe a little easier, but that is 
not to say there isn’t more to learn. Our breath passes through our lungs one time 
but when a bird exhales the oxygenated air passes through their lungs a second 
time enabling them to sing for long periods. A song from a bird is more beautiful 
than any sound a man can produce and their beaks are more powerful than our 
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hands. Yet as humans we still measure animals’ skills, intelligence and strength by 
comparing them to our own. Nature, however, has other plans. A fisherman 
learned from watching a heron that he could catch fish with other methods 
besides a hook and worm. A 
Green-backed Heron throws 
insects into the water and in 
doing so the insect attracts fish. 
He repeats this process until he 
catches a meal. Palearctic 
migrants use instinct and 
endurance to fly overseas from 
one continent to the next 
sharing the responsibility of the 
journey. Some, like the Fork-
tailed Drongo, has learned to 
mimic other birds away from a 
food source or a potential mate.  
Animals are amazing and way 
more intelligent than we give 
them credit for. Before arriving 
at Limpopo Field Guide 
Academy I wasn’t able to 
distinguish the difference 
between a crow and a robin, but 
now I can identify around 150 
bird species and just under 80 
calls. 
 
 Failing makes you stronger, practice makes you better, learning makes you 
wiser and the bush keeps you humble.  
 
 As the hot African sun disappeared beyond the horizon and the clouds 
changed from yellow, orange to pink, the sky darkened and the stars began to 
show their glittery light. All the while, I reflected on my time here in the bush. 
Taking this course has been the most challenging yet rewarding experiences of 
my life. Before coming to Limpopo Field Guiding Academy I thought I knew a lot 
about animals but I couldn’t have been more wrong. The knowledge I gained over 
the past two months has been invaluable. Now when I look at a Monarch Butterfly, 
I no longer see bright colours. I see aposematic colouration and a holometabolic 
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lifecycle. When I look at the stars I no longer see Orien’s belt. I see Mintaka, 
Alnilam and Alnitak. And when I see a snake I no longer run the other way, I know 
whether it has cytotoxic, haemotoxic or neurotoxic venom and can tell the 
symptoms of the bite. If trees can communicate with one other through a network 
of fungi and roots as well as by releasing pheromones then surely there is so 
much more to learn from the bush, nature and our planet. Everything you need is 
inside you just like the tannins in the trees. I never thought I’d be able to drive 
anything other than a manual car (if that) and left being able to drive a manual 
Land Rover with passengers. I learned how to hotwire a car, change a tire and start 

a fire with sticks.  
 
 During my first 
presentation I was so nervous 
I almost cried. Through 
practice, lectures and 
experience in the field I was 
able to give a guided tour 
through the bush to my peers 
and someone I respect and 
look up to. Mark assessed us 
for our final game drive 
where we applied all of our 
knowledge we gained over 
the past two months. 
Completing this course has 
been my proudest 
accomplishment and hands 
down the best two months of 

my life. I laughed, cried, loved, lived, learned, was scared, inspired and grew 
immensely. I made friendships that will last a lifetime and learned lessons I will 
never forget. I will miss showering with the birds flying overhead, brushing my 
teeth under the stars and watching out for lions, hippos and crocodiles when I left 
my tent at night. I’ll miss the adrenaline that goes through your body while being 
charged by a Bllack Rhino and having a male buffalo walk by while hiding behind 
a tree.  
 
 The bush keeps your senses on high alert all the while making you yearn for 
more. What I will miss most though are the incredible people I met on this 
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journey. With the heat, the rain and the unpredictability of each day, this is where I 
am meant to be. This adventure may be over but the journey has just begun… 

An Uncomfortable Situation 
Text & Photos: Wian van Zyl (IG: @SafariWian) 

 "Oh look, here come some elephants and the hippos sure don't look 
happy", someone said, as we sat in the hide, enjoying true African wildlife. The 
whole group repositioned themselves in the direction of the interaction and 
waited patiently to see what was going to happen. 
 
 The atmosphere 
was tense and no one 
made a peep, a Grey 
Heron squawked as he 
flew over the water 
and the Cicada 
Beatles were buzzing 
away. This is one of 
the most intense stare 
downs I have ever 
encountered in the 
wild and was very 
excited to see how it would all play out. For most of the people in the group, it's 
their first time in Africa and thus far we've encountered lions lazing around, a male 
leopard in a tree, chewing on the remains of an Impala kill, over 300 bird species 
and several elephant herds, gracefully marching through the bush.  

 Kruger National Park is world-renowned for its abundance in wildlife, 
spectacular sightings and ease of access to visitors. This was the kind of sighting 
that exceeds all expectations when visiting the park and going out on safari. 

 We waited in anticipation to see which beast was going to budge first, was a 
hippo going to grunt and open its enormous jaws, exposing their seriously big 
tusks in an effort to intimidate the elephants or was a bull elephant going to lift his 
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head, spread his ears and kick up some dust as he gives a loud intimidating 
trumpet? There were no tell-tale signs and the suspense was killing us!  

 Then out of nowhere one of the young bull elephants gave a short charge 
and deafening trumpet, sending the pod of hippos crashing back into the water, 
biting at each other and grunting loudly at the elephant. The hippos attempted 

another escape, but the 
elephants wouldn't 
budge, so in the end, the 
hippos went back into 
the water and waited for 
the elephants to leave. 

 This was one of 
those sightings that felt 
like everything was 
happening so slowly, but 
in reality, it all only lasted 
a few minutes. 
Everything quieted 

down, the hippos were back in the water, the elephants were enjoying a drink and 
all the other wildlife relaxed and went about their business. 

 This was one of the best displays of interspecies interactions I've had in 
Kruger, not that there was an extreme amount of action, but just witnessing the 
behaviour of each species as they stand off to one another, spectacular! As usual, 
Kruger National Park never ceases to amaze me and leave my clients with some of 
the best safari memories they've ever had!  

#NeverStopMoving
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